
“When we meet real tragedy in life, we can react in two ways--either by losing hope and falling into self-*
destructive habits, or by using the challenge to find our inner strength.” *

- Dalai Lama XIV *

ACT I SCENE I *

Sunday, July 3rd. 2016. 8:17am. The home of *
the CURTIS’S seems still. The cream walls tell a *
million stories and hold a million secrets. The *
living room is decorated with a soft hand. You *
can tell that everything holds some special *
memory. The couch still wears a smile from the *
times big mama sat in it too long. The slight chip *
in the paint still remembers the basketball *
incident. The pictures on the walls reveal a family *
who are all searching for different things. There *
is an unease here. Almost as if the place is *
haunted. To the left of the living room we can see *
a dining room with an entrance to the kitchen. *
Upstage right, we see stairs leading to the *
bedroom of DEIDRA and IMMANUEL.  Other *
areas on stage become different places with slight *
furniture adjustments. In the dimly lit living *
room, fifty-three year old DEIDRA CURTIS, *
pastor of Holy Ground baptist church, stands in *
a daze. Ghost-like. She is holding a very worn *
bible under her arm. Dressed in an all white *
gown that makes her feel pure. She is not. But *
she needs to feel that now. She needs to feel *
something. Anything. After a moment, she wakes *
from her trance and realizes that the house phone *
has been ringing. She ignores it. *

DEIDRA *
(Yelling upstairs) *

I need everyone down in five minutes. *

She picks up a bottle of antidepressants. *

DEIDRA *
(To herself) *

Okay, Deidra. You’ve got this... You’ve got this. *
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She takes two of the pills and begins brushing *
her hair. It is the only part of her that feels *
beautiful, but she would never let anyone know *
that. The phone continues to ring.  She answers. *

DEIDRA *
Hello... this is she... No, I’m not interested in speaking with you or any other media source.  *
Everything that I want to say will be said in today’s sermon. If you want to know God,  *
come join us, if not, please leave me and my family alone. Have a blessed day. *

She hangs up and goes back to the stairs. *

DEIDRA *
Hello! On-timely-ness is next to Godliness. *

OLIVIA enters from the stairs. *

OLIVIA *
Great! She’s making up bible verses again. *

She is seventeen and only has fifty days left *
before she’s off to Stanford on a full basketball *
scholarship. She is wearing khaki pants and a *
button down shirt that is not tucked in. She’s *
comfortable being herself. But... *

DEIDRA *
Olivia, can you please wear something a little more ladylike today? *

OLIVIA *
What’s wrong with this? *

DEIDRA *
You’re going to church. *

OLIVIA *
Yes. Against my will. *

DEIDRA *
Can we not do this? *

OLIVIA *
Do what? I should be allowed to wear whatever I want. *
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DEIDRA *
While you’re still living in this house, you will wear something presentable. *

OLIVIA *
This is presen- *

DEIDRA *
Olivia! *

OLIVIA seethes back up the stairs as POPS *
enters from the stairs. Seventy-six years young, *
but an old school player, let him tell it. Fresh as a *
brand new Cadillac. Showing signs of dementia. *

DEIDRA *
Finally! Someone who is dressed prop- *

She notices he is not wearing any shoes. *

DEIDRA *
Dad, where are your shoes? *

POPS *
Last time I checked, they were on my feet. Now, I have no idea. And I can’t seem to find *
my hat either. *

DEIDRA *
Just have a seat. I’ll find them. *

POPS *
Why are you always telling me to have a seat? *

DEIDRA *
I don’t want you to hurt yourself dad. *

POPS *
I’ll be fine. I’m a big boy now *

DEIDRA *
I know you are. *

She crosses over to the stairs. *
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DEIDRA *
(Shouting) *

Elijah? ... Elijah? *

ELIJAH *
(Offstage) *

Yes? *

DEIDRA *
Are you almost ready? *

ELIJAH *
Yeah. *

DEIDRA *
Okay. Go to your grandfather’s room to see if you can find his dress shoes and his hat. *

POPS *
The one with the brim that Ruthie bought me. *

DEIDRA *
He knows Dad. *

(To Elijah) *
Have you seen your father? *

ELIJAH *
(Offstage) *

I think he went for a run. *

DEIDRA *
Of course. *

She goes to brush her hair more. *

POPS *
That dress looks awfully familiar. *

DEIDRA *
Mom made it for me. *

POPS *
Ah! I knew I’ve seen it before. You look just like her. Although, I seem to remember her *
smiling more. *
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DEIDRA *
This is a very important day and no one is ready. Not really in the a smiling mood. *

POPS *
You’ve dealt with worse. And besides... Dee Dee, my sweetie, is strong. *

DEIDRA *
Dad, I don’t have time to- *

POPS *
Dee Dee, my sweetie, is wise. *

DEIDRA *
No, really- *

POPS *
Dee Dee, my sweetie, is a masterpiece... *

POPS looks to DEIDRA to finish the rest. *
Reluctantly, she does. *

DEIDRA *
My special little surprise. *

POPS *
That’s right. And don’t you forget it. *

The phone starts to ring. DEIDRA lets out a  *
sound of exasperation. POPS answers.  *

POPS *
(on phone) *

If you selling, I ain’t buying... Who is this? *

DEIDRA *
Just hang up. *

POPS *
(To Deidra) *

They are asking about a news story? *

DEIDRA grabs the phone and slams it on the  *
receiver. OLIVIA enters from the stairs. She has *
changed her clothes but it isn’t much different *
than what she was wearing before. *
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OLIVIA *
Is this better? *

DEIDRA *
No, but it will have to do. *

IMMANUEL enters the front door from his run. *
Fifty-six years old and ready to live for the first *
time. Whatever that means for him. *

IMMANUEL *
Morning everyone. *

POPS *
Morning son. *

OLIVIA *
Hey dad! *

IMMANUEL goes to his guitar case that is near *
the dining room. He pulls out some paper and *
starts to jot down notes to a song he thought up *
on his run. *

DEIDRA *
Great, you’re home. I picked up your suits from the cleaners and they are upstairs on the  *
bed. We have about two minutes before we have to be out of the door so dress quickly. Or *
you can just dress at the church. *

IMMANUEL *
I have to take care of some things here. *

DEIDRA *
So you’re not coming? *

IMMANUEL *
I think I’d rather sit this one out. *

DEIDRA *
Immanuel, we talked about this. *

IMMANUEL *
Yes. And I said I’d think about it. I’ve thought about it. I’m not going. *
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ELIJAH CURTIS enters from the kitchen. *
Twenty-two years old. A lot is weighing on him. *
He’s never felt anyone truly understood him. *
And the person that did, is gone. *

He is holding a pair of POPS’S shoes. *

DEIDRA *
Where did you find them? *

ELIJAH *
In the freezer. *

POPS *
Ah! Right where I left them. *

DEIDRA *
Dad? *

POPS *
What? I like my shoes cold. Bring’em here Lijah. *

DEIDRA *
Dad you can’t wear shoes that just came from the freezer. Olivia, can you- *

OLIVIA exits up the stairs. *

DEIDRA *
Elijah, was that the only tie you could find? *

ELIJAH *
What’s wrong with my tie? *

DEIDRA *
It’s not very becoming. *

ELIJAH *
What am I supposed to become? *

DEIDRA *
Never mind. Did you find the hat? *

ELIJAH *
I didn’t see it. *
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POPS *
I don’t go anywhere without my hat. Ruthie bought me that hat. *

DEIDRA *
We’ll get the hat, dad... Immanuel, is that your final decision? *

The phone rings. *

DEIDRA *
I’m going to throw that phone out of a window! *

OLIVIA comes back down the stairs holding a *
pair of POPS’s shoes and his hat. *

OLIVIA *
Why do we have a house phone anyway? What is this, the nineties? *

DEIDRA unplugs the phone and grabs the hat  *
from OLIVIA. *

DEIDRA *
Here Dad, your hat.  Can you all help your Grandfather into the car? *

DEIDRA
We need to get our number changed. 
Again.

POPS
I don’t need help getting to the car.

*

DEIDRA *
Elijah, do you mind driving so I can concentrate on the sermon? I’ll be right out. *

ELIJAH *
Okay. Dad, can I drive the Audi? *

DEIDRA *
We will take my car. I don’t want to inconvenience your father. *

POPS *
Last one to the car is a rotten egg. *

POPS moves as fast as he can to the door. *

DEIDRA
Be careful.

OLIVIA
Really, Pops? **
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OLIVIA, ELIJAH, and POPS exit. *
IMMANUEL goes to get his guitar from its *
stand. *

DEIDRA *
Immanuel, you know today is very important. Having you by my side would ease some of *
the tension- *

IMMANUEL *
I’m by your side Deidra but I didn’t start this tension. *

DEIDRA *
I never said that you did. *

DEIDRA looks at him, trying to find her missing *
husband. IMMANUEL sits on the couch, *
holding one of the only things that brings him *
joy. *

DEIDRA *
So are you really gonna just sit there? Strumming on that guitar? *

IMMANUEL *
Is this a problem for you? *

DEIDRA *
Immanuel... *

Her brain tries to keep pace with her heart and *
lips. *

DEIDRA *
How did we get here? *

IMMANUEL *
I have a few ideas. *

DEIDRA has no room to fight. She goes to grab *
her purse. *

DEIDRA *
Can you at least take the chicken out of the freezer so I can prepare it tonight? Is that too *
much to ask? *
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IMMANUEL *
It would be my pleasure. *

She begins to exits. *

IMMANUEL *
Deidra? *

She looks at him. *

IMMANUEL *
All you have to do is apologize. *

They look for each other before she exits. He *
waits until he hears the sound of the car before *
he reaches inside the sound hole of the guitar for *
a hidden gem. A nicely rolled joint. He puts it to *
his nostrils and deeply inhales the earth, then he *
strums a few notes. It is a song that he started *
after he... let go. He pulls out a Bic and lights the *
joint. At the same time, lights come up on *
DEIDRA, at the pulpit. He inhales. She exhales. *
He plays. She preaches. *

DEIDRA *
Good morning, saints. I’m happy to see a decent number of you after my short time away. *
It let’s me know that I must be doing the work of the Lord. I’m glad to be back to deliver *
God’s truth. As you all are well aware, there were some who condemned me for speaking *
that truth a while back. Speaking that truth has invited a media circus into my once peaceful *
life. Calling me everything but a child of God... Speaking that truth has made me lose *
friends and family. But I shall persist... I must speak God’s truth. It’s my duty as your *
pastor. And what kind of pastor would I be if I didn’t follow that duty? What kind of *
pastor would I be if I were to just conform to what I truly know in my heart is *
wrong?...Wrong is wrong and ain’t no way around that. *

She does not feel the spirit in any way but she *
carries on. *

DEIDRA *
As humans, we are all privy to some wrong doing. Can’t nobody in here say they have *
never done any wrong. Turn to your neighbor and say... neighbor, you have done some *
wrong. But I still love you. I still love you. See, we get into the habit of trying to play God, *
and we start judging people. Leave that for the Lord. *

(MORE)
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We must not condemn those that do wrong.  But those who choose to live in that wrong... *
make that wrong a comfortable part of their daily lives... choose to flaunt the wrong in the *
faces of those who are attempting to follow the bible. That’s when I feel you should speak *
up with God’s truth.   *

She wonders if she even knows it. She preaches *
the devil away for giving her that thought. *

DEIDRA *
During my time away, the spirit reminded me of Paul when he asked the Galatians, have I *
become your enemy simply by telling the truth? I see now that some have misconstrued my *
message and the enemy has gotten the upper hand. Some say that I should take back my *
words. Some say that I should apologize. *

IMMANUEL stops playing. *

DEIDRA *
But I will not recant. I will not apologize.  I regret nothing that I have said. I regret nothing *
that I have done. I am a believer of the one, true God, and anyone who has a problem with *
that... All I can offer you is my prayer... Psalms 94:16 asks the questions, Who will rise up *
for me against the wicked? Who will stand for me against those who practice iniquity? I *
say, Lord it is I. Your humble servant. I am wearing the whole armor of God that I might *
stand firm. And as long as I live, I will continue to stand on truth. Because we know from *
John 8:32, only the truth will set you free. Let us pray. *

She bows her head. IMMANUEL lifts his to *
look at the spinning ceiling fan. It reminds him of *
his life. Going around in circles. He puffs on his *
joint, trying to get higher than his problems. *
High enough to talk to whatever it is that’s *
supposed to be up in the sky. Lights fade. *

ACT I SCENE II *

The next day. Independence day. But this family *
is anything but free. Lights rise on ELIJAH *
sitting on the couch watching the news on T.V. *

NEWSCASTER (V.O.) *
The community is in outrage after Pastor Deidra Curtis, of Holy Ground Baptist church, *
refused to recant her statements about the victims of last month’s, Pulse nightclub tragedy. *

DEIDRA (CONT'D)
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WOMAN (V.O.) *
She ought to be ashamed of herself for that sadistic vomit she calls preaching. I’ll tell you  *
this much, whatever God she worshipping, I want no parts of. *

ELIJAH turns off the T.V. Lost in thought. He *
pulls out his phone. *

VOICEMAIL *
You have one saved message. *

TYE (VOICEMAIL) *
Elijah! Wassup, College Boy! Can’t wait for you to get here next week. Let me know if *
you still want me to pick you up from the airport. Me and some of the fellas decided to *
come out. Wish you were here. Give me some competition with the ladies cause these *
dudes lame. Anyway, I’ll give you a call tomorrow. Love you, bruh. *

He is in a trance, as if he has listened to this *
message many times. He has. And it still hurts. *

The prompt comes on. *

VOICEOVER *
To replay this message, press one. To save, press nine. To erase, press seven. *

ELIJAH presses a button. *

TYE (VOICEMAIL) *
Elijah! Wassup, College Boy! Can’t wait for you to get here next week- *

There is a knock on the door. He snaps out of his *
trance and quickly ends the call. *

VOICEMAIL *
Messaged saved. *

He exhales deeply before going to answer the *
door. We see SANDRA TYLER. Twenty-one *
years old, a firecracker. She can be as sweet as *
molasses, but don’t piss her off. Loyal to a fault. *
Close friend and ex girlfriend of ELIJAH. She is *
wearing her Save-a-Lot grocery store uniform. *

SANDRA *
What’s up, big head? *
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ELIJAH *
Hey Sandra. *

They share a hug. One that only a true friend can *
give. *

SANDRA *
What are they feeding you at that university? You’re getting fat. *

ELIJAH *
Ouch! *

SANDRA *
Same thing my eyes said. *

ELIJAH *
Hasn’t even been five seconds and you’re already being mean to me. *

SANDRA *
I’m not being mean. I’m just telling the truth. *

ELIJAH *
Well... You look great. *

SANDRA *
I know.... It’s good to see you. *

ELIJAH *
It’s good to be seen. *

SANDRA *
Where is everyone? *

ELIJAH *
Olivia’s down at the court, I believe. I don’t know about anyone else. We all just seem to *
go off on our own nowadays. *

SANDRA *
So it’s just you and I here? *

ELIJAH *
Yep. *

SANDRA *
You know back in the day that meant trouble. *
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ELIJAH *
Yeah. You were always coming on to me. *

SANDRA *
Wait... I was always coming on to you? I think you have that backwards. You know you *
wanted all of this... But then senior year. *

ELIJAH *
But then senior year. *

The secret lies within their eyes. *

SANDRA *
Doesn’t matter. I have a new love now and he treats me so good. *

ELIJAH *
Oh really? What’s this new love’s name? *

SANDRA *
Jesus. *

ELIJAH laughs. *

SANDRA *
What? You got a problem with my man? *

ELIJAH *
Nope. No problem here. I hope the two of you hit it off. *

SANDRA *
Wait a minute. Don’t tell me that college has turned you into a heathen. *

ELIJAH *
I think I was a heathen before college. *

SANDRA *
I can’t believe I’m hearing this. *

ELIJAH *
Yeah right. It’s your fault. *

SANDRA *
How is it my- *
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ELIJAH *
Seducing me with those bedroom eyes. I was happy being a virgin, but here you come *
swinging those hips. *

SANDRA *
That’s just the way I walk. *

ELIJAH *
Let me see. *

She walks across the room adding extra *
oscillation to her hips. *

ELIJAH *
You do not walk like that. *

They laugh. *

ELIJAH *
You on your lunch break? *

SANDRA *
Yeah. It’s supposed to be thirty minutes but I take an hour. Especially since I had to deal *
with crazy coupon lady today. *

ELIJAH *
Oh no! Not crazy coupon lady! How many did she have this time? *

SANDRA *
About twenty-seven. And ten of them were for different brands of cat food. *

(Imitating her) *
Well you know my pussies like to feed... Then she laughs, spitting all over my register. *
The whole thing smells like tobacco now. *
Every time she walks in the store I start to rethink life. Like, how in the hell did I end up *
spending six years slaving away at Save-a-Lot? This was not the dream, Elijah. But at least *
I got this. *

She smiles from ear to ear. ELIJAH is confused. *

ELIJAH *
Got what? *

She presses a button on her car keys. The horn *
blows twice quickly. *
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ELIJAH *
Whaaaaaaaaaat? *

He goes over to the window. *

SANDRA *
Yep. Brand new. 2016. Bought my baby with cash. *

ELIJAH *
Really? *

SANDRA *
Hell no! I got an expensive ass car note. But I like to dream. *

ELIJAH *
Some things never change. *

SANDRA *
Some things do. *

She tries to poke his stomach. *

ELIJAH *
Quit playin, girl. *

They laugh at their silliness. She joins him at the *
window. *

SANDRA *
One day I may let you ride in it. Jenny is the only person who ever been in there. *

ELIJAH *
Jenny, huh? *

SANDRA *
Get over it, Elijah. *

She taps his head. Beat. *

SANDRA *
Some day I may just get in that car and say fuck it all. Just drive away from all of this. *

ELIJAH *
How is Mr. Tyler? *
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SANDRA *
Fat and lazy. Nothing’s changed. *

ELIJAH *
You still living your life for him? *

SANDRA *
If taking care of him because everyone else abandoned us is living my life for him, then *
yeah. I guess I am. *

ELIJAH *
He doesn’t even take care of himself. Just sits there eating himself into a coma. *

SANDRA *
Elijah, can you not? *

ELIJAH raises both of his hands. There is an *
apology in his eyes. *

They take in each other. Beat. *

SANDRA *
You staying the whole summer? *

ELIJAH *
I don’t know yet. Feels weird being back with Tye being gone and everything that’s *
happening. Man, these past few years have been an emotional rollercoaster. *

SANDRA *
Yeah. But remember, I’m here for you. No matter what we’ve been through. You’ll always *
be my little big head. *

ELIJAH *
I appreciate you more than you know. *

SANDRA *
That’s what friends are for, right? *

ELIJAH *
Yeah, but what are ex-girlfriends for? *

SANDRA *
Don’t go there Elijah. *
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OLIVIA enters from outside wearing basketball *
shorts and a tank top. Basketball under her arm. *

OLIVIA *
What’s up Sandra T? *

ELIJAH *
Are those my shorts? *

OLIVIA sticks out her tongue at ELIJAH. *

SANDRA *
Hey Liv, how you doing? *

OLIVIA *
Ask me that in forty-nine days when I’m out of this hell-hole. *

SANDRA *
That’s right! Off to Stanford on a full ride. As soon as you make it to the WNBA I’m *
gonna need my ten percent. *

OLIVIA *
Ten percent? *

SANDRA *
Don’t play. I taught you everything you know. *

ELIJAH *
Actually, I taught her everything that- *

SANDRA *
Elijah, please. *

OLIVIA *
Shut up, Elijah. And what are you talking *
about? I was born with these skills. **

She twirls the ball on one finger. Show off. *

OLIVIA *
I haven’t seen you at the court in a while. *

SANDRA *
I’m always working. Besides, I wouldn’t want to embarrass you. *

OLIVIA *
Oh whatevs! I can take you. *
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ELIJAH *
Whatevs? Really? *

SANDRA
That’s the same thing your brother thought. 
You see how that worked out for him. **

ELIJAH *
I didn’t lose by that much. *

OLIVIA *
I’m not my brother. I didn’t get this scholarship for nothing. How about a game of one on *
one? *

SANDRA *
You sure about that? *

OLIVIA *
Just tell me when. *

SANDRA *
Okay. I owe you a game soon. *

OLIVIA *
You have less than two months. I don’t want to hear any excuses. *

SANDRA *
Don’t be so eager to get spanked. *

OLIVIA *
Oh I’m always looking forward to a good spanking... I mean. I’m gonna spank you. Beat *
you. In basket- oh my God! *

POPS and DEIDRA enter from the front door *
already in the middle of a debate. DEIDRA is *
holding groceries. *

POPS *
I don’t give a damn what that crazy ass doctor says. I been eating meat for seventy-six *
years and I’m going to continue to eat it. *

DEIDRA *
Dad your blood pressure is through the roof! You need to take your pills. *
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POPS *
I’m not taking another damn pill. You hear me? When it’s my time to go, it’s my time to go. *
I don’t understand why everyone is so afraid of death. It’s gonna happen regardless of how *
we feel about it. And I plan to die eating whatever the hell I want... Hey kids. *

They respond. He and OLIVIA do a special *
handshake. He sits on the couch and reads the *
paper next to it. *

DEIDRA *
Can we not talk about your death please? *

POPS *
It’s gonna happen. *

DEIDRA *
But not today so can we... whatever. *

ELIJAH *
I’ll take those bags for you. *

DEIDRA *
Thank you, Elijah. It’s nice to have some help around here...Hey Sandra. Long time no see. *

ELIJAH grabs the bags from DEIDRA and takes *
them into the kitchen. *

SANDRA *
(Trying her best to be respectful.) *

Hello. *

DEIDRA *
How’s your dad doing? *

SANDRA *
The same. *

DEIDRA *
I’ve been praying for him. For the both of you. It’s been a while since I’ve seen you in *
church. I thought I would see you yesterday. You missed a good sermon. *

SANDRA *
Oh I saw it. *
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